


4 Game Aid cards: These cards summarize the Effects of each suit of Loot cards.

Each turn players reveal cards one by one from the Loot Deck to 
reveal treasures. Treasures come in 10 suits, with 6 cards in each suit.   

Stop any time to collect the cards and bring your wonders back to the surface. 
If you press your luck too far then you’ll reveal a second card of any one suit and the 

expedition ends in failure; you lose all the cards revealed and your turn ends!

60 Loot Cards: These cards are divided into 10 suits. 
Each suit contains 6 cards, with values ranging from 2 to 
7 (with the exception of Mermaids, whose values range 
from 4 to 9).

17 Diver cards: These cards represent characters you 
can play, each with a unique skill. Some characters appear 
more than once, but have different skills for each.

6 Variant cards: These cards are used to 
change the game play or scoring. These are 
optional so you can decide to use one before 
each game, if desired.
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Davy Jones’ Locker 
Remove the lowest numbered card from each suit from the Loot Cards to 

form Davy Jones’ Locker. Shuffle these 10 cards to form a pile, face-down. This is 
called Davy Jones’ Locker. During the game, all Loot cards added to the Davy Jones’ 
Locker will be added face-down. The players aren’t allowed to check this pile, other 
than through the Effect of a Loot card (see Effects of Loot cards).

The Loot Deck 
Shuffle the remaining 50 Loot cards to form the Loot Deck. Place it face-down, 

next to the Davy Jones’ Locker. 

Important: the players can count the number of cards in the Loot Deck at any time in the game. 

The Diver cards
Playing with the Divers is optional. If you aren’t familiar with the game, we 

suggest you wait until you have a few games under your belt before using them. 
To play with the Diver cards, shuffle the 17 Diver cards and deal one to each player. If one 
or more character images are duplicated, discard one of the duplicates and deal a new 
card to that player. Diver cards give a special skill to each player. We suggest you use 
your unique skill advantage as much as you can. Each player places their Diver in front of 
them. The special skills of Divers change the Effects of the Loot cards (except in the case 
of the Saboteur). For each of them, the name of the Loot card in question is underlined.

Starting Player 
The starting player is the player that saw the ocean most recently. You can now 

begin to play! 
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Draw if you dare!
On your turn, you reveal the top card of the Loot Deck, placing that card next to the 

deck. All subsequent cards are revealed this way creating the “Exploration” area. As 
each card is revealed, you MUST apply the Effect of the revealed card. 

Once you have applied the Effect of the card you can:

Important: every time a Loot card is placed in the Exploration area you MUST apply its 
Effect, regardless of where the card came from. Cards can come into the Exploration 
area from the Loot Deck, from Davy Jones’ Locker, or from your or another player’s Hold. 
The sole exceptions to this are the Chest and Key cards. Their Effect is activated only 
when they are added to a player’s Hold. 

Continue your Exploration (Press your luck)
or

Return to the Surface (End your turn).

Continue your Exploration 
To continue your Exploration, simply reveal the next card in the Loot Deck. If the 

card you reveal does not belong to one of the suits already present in the Exploration 
area, you place it after the other(s) and then apply the new Effect. You can continue 
revealing Loot cards until an Incident occurs, or until you decide to Return to the Surface.

Game Turn



If the card you reveal is from the same suit as a card 
already present in the Exploration, a Diving incident occurs! All of the 
Exploration’s Loot cards, including the one which triggered the Incident, are 
added to the Davy Jones’ Locker (except those cards saved by the Anchor’s Effect). 
The Incident occurs at the very point when the triggering Loot card is revealed, so 
before it is added to the Exploration. Because of this, its Effect isn’t applied. You 
collect no cards and your turn ends.



End of Turn 
A player’s turn ends when they trigger an Incident or that they decide to Return to the 
Surface. Turn order proceeds in clockwise order, with the player to the left going next.

Return to the Surface 
If you decide to Return to the Surface, you collect all the Loot cards in 

the Exploration area. These cards are moved to your Hold, the area directly in 
front of each player. Sort your Loot cards by suit and in ascending order, with the 

lower-value cards under the higher-value cards. The value of Each card must be 
clearly visible.



The player who reveals the last card of the Loot Deck ends their turn normally (when an 
Incident occurs or they Return to the Surface). The game ends and points are calculated.

Victory Point Tally 
Each player only scores the highest-value card of each suit in their Hold. The player 
with the most points wins the game.
In case of a tie, the tied players compare the total number of cards collected in their 
respective Holds. Whoever has the most total cards wins the game. If they are still tied, 
they share the victory.

Anchor: if an Incident occurs, you still collect all of the cards from the Exploration area 
placed before the Anchor. The Anchor and all subsequent cards are then added to the 
Davy Jones’ Locker.

Giant Squid: you must place two new cards, one at a time, in the Exploration area 
before you can Return to the Surface (end your turn). If the first one revealed is a 
Harpoon, a Net, or a Treasure Map, as its Effect forces you to place a second card into the 
Exploration area, then the Effect of the Giant Squid is considered complete (two cards 
have been placed). If the second card revealed is one of these three suits, its ability is 
also resolved as normal, which will result in a third card being added to the Exploration. 

Treasure Map: shuffle all Davy Jones’ Locker cards and then draw three. Choose one 
of these three cards to placein the Exploration area, even if it triggers an Incident. If there 
are no cards left in the Davy Jones’ Locker, ignore the Effect of the Treasure Map. If the 
Davy Jones’ Locker contains fewer than three cards, choose from among those present.

End of Game 

Effects of Loot cards



Key and Chest: if an Exploration 
contains both a Key and a Chest when you Return to 

the Surface, shuffle the Davy Jones’ Locker cards and take as many 
cards from it as there are cards in the Exploration area (Key and Chest 

included). Place these cards in your Hold along with the Exploration area cards. 

Knife: choose a suit in an opponent’s Hold. The highest-value Loot card from 
that suit is added to the Davy Jones’ Locker. If no opponent has any Loot cards in his/

her Hold, ignore the Effect of the Knife.

Exploration Drone: look at the top card of the Loot Deck. You can then decide to 
Return to the Surface (by returning it to the top of the deck) or Continue Exploring (by 
placing it in the Exploration).

Net: choose a suit in your Hold and place the highest-value Loot card of that suit into 
the Exploration area and apply its Effect. You must place a card even if it triggers an 
Incident. In that case, you also lose the card coming from your Hold. If you have no cards 
in your Hold, ignore the Net’s Effect.

Harpoon: choose a suit from an opponent’s Hold and steal the highest-value Loot 
card from that suit. Place that card in the Exploration, then apply its Effect. You must 
choose a suit which you don’t have in your own Hold, even if it triggers an Incident.

Mermaid: this suit has no Effect, but the value of Mermaid cards is higher (from 4 
to 9 instead of 2 to 7). 
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